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December 3, 1992_ 

BEFORE THE PUBLic UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF-CALiFORNIA 

Order Instituting Rulemaking into ) 
natural gas procurement and ) 
_r_e_i_ia_b_i_l_i_t_V __ i_s_s_u_e_s_" ________________ J 

R.S8-0S-018 
(Filed August 10. 1988) 

ORnER DENYING REHEARING AND 
MODIFYING DECISION (D.) 92-07-025 

In Decision (0.)92-07-025, we adopted final rules for 
implementing the capacity brokering program fOr natural gas. 
These rules were adopted in accordance with 0.91-11-025, as --
modified by 0.92-02-042, and with the capacity reallocation rules 
of the Federal Energy Regulatory c01l'lJ9ission (-FERC-). Theruli~s 

dealt. with certain rates and cost allocation matters, ca.paoity- • 
curtailments and priority of service, certain operationai issues, 
and-core subscription services. It also addressed utility 
incentive proposals which would promote the efficient Use of 
existing pipeline capacity commitments. 

Numerous parties filed applications for rehearing of 
0.92-07-025, includingt (1) California Industrial Group, 
california ManufactUrers Association, and california League of 
Food Processors ("CIGIr, cOllectively) I (2) El paso tlatural Gas 
company ("El paso"») (l) pacific Gas and Electrio company 
("PG&EH); (4) southern california Gas company ("socalaas") I '(5) 

southern california Edison company ("Edison"») (6) sunrise Energy 
company and sunpacific Energy Management, Inc. (Nsunrise", 
collectively); and (7) southern california Gas company, southern 
california Utility Power Pool, Imperial Irrigation District, and 
southern california Edison Company ("Joint Applicants", 
collectively). Responses to these Applications for rehearing 
were received from california Cogeneration council eMcee"); 
Transwestern pipeline company ('Transwestern") I PG&EI canadian 
PetroleUm Association ("CPA"); Indicated Producers ("IP')1 and 
SoCalGas. 
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We have carefully reviewed each and every alieCJat16n 
of error raised in the above applications and considered th~ 
responses thereto, and are of the opinion that insuffioient 
grounds for granting rehearing have been shown. However, in the 
course Of discussing many of the issues raised by the 
applications, we provlde in tooay's Order additional discussion 
and clarification of our new rules for implementing our capacity 
brokering program, and where appropriate, we make minor 
modifications to 0.92-07-025. AnY issues raised by the parti$s 
but not discussed in this order are deemed to be without merit 
and are denied. 

Liaitatio~ o~ the core's Liability for stranded Costs 

Both CIG and ~OCaiGas ~rgue that we erred by liuiting 
the core's liability for stranded'costs to no nore than 110 
percent of the capacity reserved for the core. (CIC's 
Application for Rehearing, pp. 7-10; SoCalGas' Application for 
Rehearing, pp. 7-11.) CIG argues that limiting the cOre 
responsibility to 110% of the capacity reserved for the core 
based on the *slack factors· adopted in D.90-02-016 was arbitrary 
and allegedly inconsistent with the weight of the evidence in the 
hearing. (CIC's Application for Rehearing, pp. 7-8.) socalGas 
assarts that in limiting the liability of the core customers for 
the stranded costs, we overlooked the extensive evidence that the 
noncore customers are likely to bypass if forced to bear most of 
the stranded costs. such a result would leave the core olass 
holding the burden of these costs in the future. CsoCalGas l 

Application for Rehearing, pp. 7-11.) Accordingly, socalGas 
requests in its rehearing application that we should require all 
customers to bear a pro rata share of stranded costs, or at least 
defer the issue of allocation of stranded costs to SOCalGas' 1993 

Biennial Cost Allocation proceeding C-BCAp·). CSoCalGas' 
Application for Rehearing, pp. 10-11.) We disagree with these 
arguments. 
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In 0.92-07-025, we stated that 'the core class should 
share the costs of a prOgram or investment from which it 
benefits. n (0.92-07-025, pp. 16-17 (slip op.).) In the case Of 
capacity brokerin<Jt we determined that the benefits of cap~clty 
brokering accrue to the nbncore customers, and thatcapa9ity 
brokering is likely to increase the risk and cost of gas service 
t6 the core. (~at p. 17 (slip op.) This determination was 
supported by the evidence subuitted by TURN and DRA. (see Exh. 
TURN-10, pp. 7-8; and Exhibit DRA-12, pp. 1-9 and 1-17.) 

In D.92-07-025, ve also determined that no specific 
class of customers was responsible for stranded costs, and thus 
allocated some of the costs to all customers. (D.92-07-025, p. 
18 (slip op.).), However, because of the substantial benefits to 
the noncore from capacity brokerlng, we decided to not allocate 
the stranded costs on a pro rata. basis amonq noncore and core 
custo~ers. Rather, we limited the liability of the core clA~s 
for'these stranded costs to 110\ of existin<J capaoity held fp~ 
the core olass on each pipeline. (D.92~07-025, pp. 18-19 (slip 
op.).) This constituted a 10\ cap on the liability of core 
customers for stranded costs. The Commission found this amount 
to be a beneficial level of slack capacity, and thus, the 
additional 10% constituted 'a reasonable figure for determining 
the core class' responsibility over and above the capacity held 
to serve the core during the peak periods.- (D.92-07-025, p. 19 
(slip op.).) This 10\ cap is supported by the evidence in the 
record. (Exh. TURN-10, p. 10.) The use of the slack factor was 
derived from D.90-02-016, Which used such a mechanism to limit 
the liability of core customers for new pipeline projects. (Re 
Interstate Natural Gas pipeline supply and capacity (0.90-02-016) 
35 Cal.p.U.C.2d 196, 226 & 260, fn. 12.) 

Based on the above discussion, we find no merit to 
CIG's argument that it was arbitrary to adopt the 10\ cap from 
D.90-02-016. Although we applied the reasoning in 0.90-02-016 
for using the slack factors to limit the liability of core 
customers -- namely, that the core should pay only for that which 
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it benefits (see ~ at pp. 245 & 249), the 10\ fiqure was 
proposed by TUWt. Thus, the evidence supp6rts the adoption of 
the 10% cap. 

It is noted that CIG in discussing this issue p6inted 
out the need to modify the following statement on page 1? 61 
0.9~-07-025t wHowever, we have no evidence that the core will 
benefit from capacity brokering.- There is evidence in the 
record alleging such benefits. However, we find this evidence 
unconvincing. ThUS, we will modify this sentence to read as 
follows: -HoweVer, we are unconvinced by the evidence that the 
core will benefit from capacity brokering. w He will also modify 
the next sentence to eXplain why the evidence is unconvincing. 
It shall read as tOllows: -Indeed, the weight of theev!dence 
suggests that capacity brokering by itself is likely to increase 
the risk and cast of gas service to the cOre.-

SoCalGas' argument on this issue constituted no more 
than a request that we reconsider our decision to limit the core 

,class' liability for stranded costs based on the assertion that 
noncore customers will bypass the LDC's system it the liability 
for stranded costs is not borne on a pro rata basis by core and 
noncore customers. Essentially, SoCalGas' rehearing application 
raises no legal error on thIs issue. 

In our decision adopting the capacity brokering rules, 
we determined that PG&E could not set aside 400 mmof/d of 
interstate capacity tor its own electric department. (0.91-11-

025, pp. 39-41 (slip op.).) PG&E now claims that D.92-07-025, 
which implements this determination, is unlawful on grounds of 
federal preemption. specifically, PG&E argues that our 
determination to prohibit PG&E from setting aside interstate 
capacity for its own electric department constitutes a direct 
intrusion into the field of regulation reserved to the FERC and 
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also precludes tir'lifo~ity of regulation by the FERC. (PG&E's' " 
Application fOr Rehearirtg, pp~ 7-10.) . 

BEdore discussing the merits of these preemption',. , 
arguments, we note that PG&E should have raised these ar9ument~ 
in its application for rehearing of D.91-11-025, and not now,' 
because we rejected the set aside for PG&E's electric department 
in that decision, and not. in 0.92-07-025. Public Utilities code 
section 1709 precludes a collateral attack on 0.91-11-025, which 
has become final. (Pub. util. code, §1709.) HoweVer, PG&E hAs 
crafted an argument relying 'on Order 636, which was issued by the 
FERC after the commission decided its capacity brokering rules'in 
0.91-11-025 and 0.92-02-042. (See pipeline service obligations 
~nd Revisions to Regulatiofis, Etc~ ('Or~er 636') (1992) ~9 
F.E.R.C. ,61,030, 57 Fed.Reg. 13267 (April 16, 1992),'PP' 207-208 
& 215 (slip op.).) Thus, the 1Ileritsof the preemption arguments 
are addressed. 

In 0.91-11-025, we rejected this reservation of 
capacity for PG&E's electric department In advance of offering it 
to others on the grounds that 'reserving capacity for PG&E'S 
electric department would be contrary to our stated policy 
objectives of prot~cting cOre rAtepayers and promoting 
competitive gas ~arkets.' (0.91-11-025, p. 42 (slip op.).) It 
was also to "ensure that all noncore market participants haVe 
equal access to capacity.' (Id.) Thus, we consistently haVe 
treated PG&E's electrid department like any other nonc6re 
customer. (See.Be Interstate Natural Gas pipeline supplY and 
Capaoity [0.89-02-071] 31 cal.p.U.c.2d 222, 229, in which'we ' 
refer to PG&E's electric department as a customer of the gas 
distribution u~ilitiesf' see also, Re Rate Design for Unbundi~d 
Gas utility services [0.88-03-085] (1988) 27 Cai.p.U.C.2d 591" 
5971 Re New Regulatory Framework for Gas utilities (0.S6-12-010J 
(1986) 22 cal.P.U.C.2d 491, 505.) 

In the FERC's Order 636, there is no special 
reservation of interstate capacity for an LOC's UEG, such as 

4It PG&E/s electric department. Rather, Order 636 speaks about 
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access to al~ customers on a nondiscriuinatory basis. (see 
pipeline service obiigationsand Revi~ions to Regulations,. Etc. 
(-6rder 636-AW) (1992) 60 F.E.R.C. ,61,102, 57 Fed.Reg. 36145 
(August 12, 1992), pp. 17-79 (slipop.).) It is noted that-the 
FERC itself has noted -the possibility exists that LOes ~iqht 
favor their own end-users in ways that constitute potentiai undue 
discrimination.- (~at p. 78 (slip cp.).) Accordingly, our 
rejection 6f the 400 mmcf/d reservation on the basis of equal 
aCcess neither conflicts with any provision in Order 636, nor 
directly or indirectly intrudes upon the FERC's jurisdiction. "
Instead, our refusal to set aside interstate capacity for PG&E's 
electric department supports, at the state level, the goals of " 
the FERC's capacity reallocation program to provide open access 
on a nondiscriminatory basis. 

Aiso, an issue of uniformity of regulation does not 
arise from the rejection of the set aside. In its rehearing 
application, PG&E portrays our refusal to reserve 400 mmcfldof 
interstate capacity to the utility's UEG as an unlawful attempt 
to control who mayor may not participate in the FERC's 
reallo~atlon program, which allegedly has the effect of 
destroying the FERC's uniforroity of regulation over interstate 
gas capacity. (PG&E's Application for Rehearing, pp. 8-11.) 
However, this portrait is simply wrong. No Commission decision 
precludes the participation of any customer in the FERC's 
reallocation program. In fact, PG&E's electric department may 
compet~ for capacity like any other UEG or noncore customer. 
(0.91-11-025, pp. 41-43 (slip op.).) 

Therefore, for the abOVe reasons, we acted lawfully in 
rejecting the proposal to set aside interstate capacity for 
PG&E's electric department. PG&E's federal preemption arguments 
are without merit. 
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PG&E's TaJciner Arglutent 

PG&E once again argues that our r~jection of ro&E's 
attempt to assign interstate capacity to its own electrio 
department is an unconstitutional taking. (PG&E'S Application 
for Rehearing, pp. 10-12.) In 'revisiting this issue, ve' again 
reject this argument for the same reasons that we did in D.91-11-
025 and 0.92-02-042. 

In D.91-11-025, ve determined that interstate pipeline 
transportation service does not constitute a property riqht of 
PG&E. (D.91-11-025, p. 41 (slip op.).) As ve stated in that 
decision,6PG&E'S rights over the interstate pipelines are rights 
associated with PG&E's status as a customer Of the interstate 
pipeline companies. Associated rates for transportation s~rvices 
are tariffed. PG&E receives service on behalf of its cUst6mers 
who p~y the full tariffed costs of service.- (MitJ 

In D.92-02-042, the rehearing order for D.91-11--62-5,· 
We rejected all of PG&E's taking claims including those involVing 
the assignment or reservation of interstate capacity for its 
electric department. (0.92-02-042, pp. 15-20 (slip op.).) In 
this order, ve also stated that even if, assuming arguendo, there 
e~isted a property right, our refusal to allow PG&E to reserve or 
assign capacity to its UEG did not constitute an unconstitutional 
taking, alid was no more than a proper e~ercise of the 
commission's authority or police power to re9ulat~ the allocation 
of interstate capacity acquired by an LOC, such as PG&E. (0.92-
02-042, pp. 15-17 (slip op.).) 

PG&E then raised this issue in its Petition for Writ 
of Review of 0.91-11-025, Which was denied by the california 
supreme Court. (See commission's Answer to PG&E's writ of Review 
in pacific Gas and Electric company v. public utilities 
commission, S025614, filed April 16, 1992, pp. 37-39, and the 
california Supreme Court's denial of the Petition for Writ of 
Review on July 22, 1992.) 
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By raising this issue in its appiicati~n for rehearing 
of 0.92-07-025, PG&E Is asking for the relitigation of a 
previously deoided issue. PG&t attempts to keep the taking issue 
alive by oiting to the following statement in the commission's 
Answer to its Petition for Writ of Review (p. 27): -since no 
capaoity has yet been assigned, there is nO need for compensation 
until such assignment has occurred.- PG'E's position assumes 
that the assignment or reservation ot interstate capacity for 
PG&E's UEG constitutes a property right which can be taken. As 
discussed above, PG&E has no such property right. Therefore, we 
find the argument without merit. 

Re.ova16f the October i. 1992 Conversion Requirement 

In its rehearing application, El paso requests that we reinstate 
the requirement that PG&E convert its sales capAcity entitlements 
to transportation capacity entitlements on the FGT system by 
October 1, 1992. This reqUirement had been imposed by D.91-11-

02~. 

However, in D.92-07-025, we determined that the 
requirement was no longer necessary. That determination is 
supported by the tact that the FERC in Order 636 has reqUired 
PG&E to become a firm transportation customer of PGT even if PG&E 
does not exercise its conversion rights by October 1, 1992, and 
that the FERC has mandated implementation of capacity 
reallocation programs prior to the 1993-94 heating season. 
(Pipeline S~rvice Obligations and Revisions to Regulations. Eto. 
(-Order 636-1 (1992) 59 F.E.R.C. ,61,030, 57 Fed.Reg. 13267 
(April 16, 1992), pp. 207-208 , 215 (slip op.).) Thus, the 
PERC's action has made it unnecessary to require that PG&E 
exeroise its conversion rights by October 1, 1992. (D.92-07-025, 
pp. 7-8 (slip op.).) It is noted that Order 636 does not 
preclude earlier implem~ntati6n once a pipelin~ company has an 
approved program. 
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In D.92-07-025, we decided to implement capacity 
bI'6kering as each pipeline received FERC authorization for 
capacity reallocation rather than wait for all pipelines,to 
receive such authorization. This decision vas in response to 
concerns that delays in capacity brokering Vould increase the 
risk of stranded inVestment. (0.92-07-025, p. 9 (slip op.).) As 
a result, we implemented a dual program, and adopted transition 
rules. These transition rules permitted a successful bidder.fo.r 
a utility's firm interstate capacity rights to unbundle its 
interstate demand charges from its intrastate transmission rate 
and allowed this bidder to abrogate outstanding commitments for 
bundled transportation services (such as an SL-2 contract) under 
the O_IR procurement program. (D.92-07-025, pp. 9-10 (slip op.).) 

In its rehearill9 application, Sunrise argu~s that 
these transition rules give an unlawful preferential treatmeht.to 
customers that rely upon utility-owned and brokered firm 
interstate capacity over those customers who rely upon their own 
firm interstate capacity. (sunrise's Application for Rehearing, 
p. 6.) sunrise explains that this preferential treatment is the 
result of the delays in the implementation of capacity btokering 
at the federal level and in interstate demand charge unbundling 
in california, which has caused a double demand charge problem. 
(Sunrise's Application for Rehearing, p. 3.) sunrise proposes 
the elimination of such alleged unlawful discriminatory treatment 
by unbundling the pipeline demand charges from the intrastate 
rates of customers who rely on non-utility firm interstate 
capacity rights, and by extending -the contraot abrogation rights 
to all customers that have obtained capacity rights prior to or 
during the transition period. h (sunrise's Application for 
Rehearing, p. 7, emphasis in original.) It is noted that sunrise 
raised the unbundling proposal in a Petition for Modification of 
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0.92-07-025, which was rejected and disposed of in 0.92-11.-
014~1. -

In D.92-07-025, we acknowledged the double demand 
charge problem, and decided to establish an interim tracking 
account for interstate pipeline demand charges that are ~mbedded 
in the intrastate transmission rates of customers that receive 
their gas oVer interstate capacity that is not owned and 
controlled by the california LOes. (0.92-07-025, pp. 45-46 (slip 
op.).) However, we deferred determining the allocation of 
dollars among customer classes to each LOC's cost allocation 
proceeding. (Id. at p. 46 (slip op.).) We also did not remove 
from the intrastate transmission rates the interstate demand 
charges for those who obtain their gas over non-utility 
transportation capacity. 

Although sunrise supports the setting up of a 
regulatory mechanism to track the pipeline delland charge's, 
sunrise argues that it is not enough. sunrise argues that 
unbundling the interstate double demand charges from the 
intrastate transmission rate for customers who receive gas over 
non-utility interstate capacity is necessary to eliminate the 
unlawful preferential treatment to those who r~ly upon utility
owned (and brokered) interstate pipeline capaoity. (sunrise's 
Application for Rehearing, p. 3.) 

1. In D.92-11-014, we olarified the tracking account adopted in 
D.92-07-025 by renaming it a memorandum account and by speoifying 
what costs could be booked in such an account. (0.92-11-014, p. 
5 (slip op.).) We also rejected sunrise's request to remove the 
interstate demand charges from intrastate rates for a select 
group of customers. (Id. at p. 4 (slip op.).) 

10 
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sunrise relies On Public utilities code section 453 in 
arguini the unlawfulness of the discriminatory treatment 
resulting from the double demand charge. This statute provides; 
in relevant part: 

MNO public utility shallesta~lish or 
maintain any unreasonable difference as to 
rates, charges, service, facilities, or in 
any other respect, either as between 
localities or as between classes of service.
(PUb. utili code, §453, subd. (c).) 

In economic regulation, discrimination is not per se 
illegal. Rather, the law is clear that the commission has the 
authority to make economic classifications, in its discretionary 
e~ercise of its quasi-legislative function. (california 
Manufacturers Assn v. public Utilities Com. (1979) 24 Cal.3d 251, 

261.)- In fact, the Commission has -wide discretion to make.rate. 
cla~sifications that reflect a broad and varied range of economic 
considerations.- (Id. at p. 260.) Therefore, *(h1aving 
discretion to consider factors other than cost, the (C1ommissi6n 
must necessarily create some disparity among users.* (~at p. 
261.) These classifications are legal so long as there is -a 
reasOnable relationship between the classifications drawn and t~e 
purpose for which they are made.* (Wood v. public utilities 
commission (1971) 4 cal.3d 288, 2941 see also Toward utility Rate 
Normalization v. PUblic utilities Com. (1978) 22 Cal. 3d 529, 

544.) 
In 0.91-11-014, we eXplained why we rejected the 

proposal to immediately unbundle the interstate demand charges 
for all noncore customers. (D.91-11-014, pp. 2 , 4 (slip ~p.).) 
We stated that this additional protection requested by sunrise 
was *unwarranted given the uncertainty all parties confront 
surrounding the issue of stranded capacity and transition costs 
associated with unbundling interstate pipeline demand cha~ges.M 
(Id. at p. 2 (slip op.).) FUrther, the regulatory mechanism 
adopted in 0.92-07-025 is sufficient to deal with the double 
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demand charge issue for the momen~, and allow -the commission the 
discretion to act on this issue in the fullness of time.- (Id.) 
Also, we explained that to begin *the unbundiing of th~ 
interstate demand charges for a selected group of custom~rsw 
prior to the implementation of capacity brokering wouid ~esult in 
a ·piecemeal approach to industry restructuring issues 
surrounding the Unbundling of interstate pipeline capacity and 
the associated transition costs •••• - (Id. at p. 4 (slip 
op.).) such a piecemeal approach would be poor public policy. 
(M..t.) 

ThUs, we believe that the effects of the doUble demand 
charge are reasonably and effectively minimized by the regulatory 
mechanism for tracking pipeline demand charges that ve 
established in 0.92-02-025, as modified by 0.92-11-014. Our 
rejection of Sunrise's request to unbundle the interstate 
pipeline demand charges 1s based on sound public policy grounds. 
Accordingly, any economic classification drawll between those 
customers who do rely on utility-owned and brokered interstate 
pipeline capacity and those customers who do not is justified, 
and does not constitute undue discrimination. 

FUrther, our transition rules, which relieve 
successful bidders from double demand charges and permit them to 
abrogate contractual commitments for bundled transportation 
services, p~ovide an incentive for noncore customers to aCqUire 
utility-owned and broke red interstate capacity, and thus minimize 
stranded costs for a utility's ratepayers. Reduoing stranded 
costs is an important concern and goal of the commission. (See 
0.92-07-025, pp. 9 & 53, Finding of Fact No. 37 (slip op.).) The 
goal to minimize such costs is not met by unbundling interstate 
demand charges for customers who do not rely on utility-owned and 
br6kered firm interstate capacity. Thus, there e~ists a rational 
basis for the resulting differential treatment in the transition 
rules between those customers who successfully bid for utility
owned and brokered capacity and those who do not. 

12 
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We conclude I therefore, that we have exercised our' 
discretio~ properly and constitutionally. (See Toward Utility 
Rate Normalization v. pUblic utilitIes Com., supra, 22 CaL3dat 
p. 544.) 

Due PrOcess 

sunrise also argUes that we adopted the transition 
rules in D.92-070-025 without giving the parties notice and an 
opportunity to comment on them, and thus, violated its due 
process rights. (Sunrise's Application of Rehearing, pp. 9-10.) 
This argUment is without merit. 

In an Administrative LaW Judge's (MAhl/s·) ruling "of. 
April S, 1992, the parties were asked to comment on the impact of 
the FERC's order "636, which set forth rules and. procedures for ,. 
capacIty reallocation which would result in the likelihOod that.' 
one" pipeline would receive authorizati~n prior to another.. '(See 
AIJ's Ruling, issued April 8, 1992, R"88-08-01S, p. 2.) These 
comments were solicited prior to the issuance of the ALJ's 
proposed decision. The comments of the california Gas Karket~rs 
Group (NCGHG~), of which Sunrise Energy and SunPacific Energy 
Management, Inc. are members, recognized that there would be a 
transition period f.rom the OIR procurement rules to capacity 
hrokering, and urged the commissi.on to implement capacity 
brokering only when all the interstate pipelines serving 
California received FERC authorization. (Comments of the , 
California Gas Marketers Group on the Impact of FERC Order N6~ 
636 Upon capacity Brokering in Califo~nia (WCGKG1s Comments On 
FERC Order 636·], tiled May 8, 1992, R.8S-0S-0lS, pp. 2-3.) 
sunrise also discussed the unbundling issues in its comments to 
this ALJ ruling. (CGMG's Comments on FERC Order 636, pp. 18-19 & 
30. ) 

FUrther, in its initial comments to the ALJ/~ proposed 
decision, CGMG had an opportunity to address what shOUld be done 
during the interim period before capacity brokering is fully 
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illplemented, and did so by recommending the elimination ~fthe 
. double demand charge by unbundling the interstate pipeline ·demand 
charges from all customers' intrastate transportation rates. 
(Initial comments of the California Gas Marketers Group on the 
presiding Administrative LaW Judge's Proposed Decision (HCGHG's 
comments to the ALJ'sproposed Decision-), filed Hay 20,.1992, 
R.88-08-018, pp. 4-5.) These comments also contained a 
discussion of the impact of order 636 on the commission's 
capacity brokering pr09rAm. (see CGMG's comments to the ALl's 
Proposed Decision, pp. 23-25.) consequently, sunrise has not 
been foreclosed from an opportunity to address the issue, and its 
due process has not been denied. 

Thus, for the above reasons, sunrise was given 
adequate notice and opportunity to present its views as to what 
should be done during the interim period b~tween the time when 
One pipeline received FERC authorization and when all pipeiines 

. serving california would receive such approval. In fact, sunrise ~ 
pre~ented its comments on this matter on at least two occasions - ~ 
- before and after the issuance of the proposed decision and 
0.92-07-025. We did not adopt sunrise's position but set forth 
transition rules which minimize any economic impacts resulting 
from delays in impl~menting capacity brokerirtg and reduce the 
risk of stranded investments. (0.92-07-025, p. 9 (slip op.).) 

CIG raises a similar due process argument in its 
application for rehearing. It argues that D.92-07-025 modifies 
D.90-09-089 -in order to effect implemtmtation of capacity 
brokering 6n a partial or pipeline-by-pipeline basis.- (ciG's 
Application tor Rehearing, p~ 3.) crG claims that the parties 
were not provided with notice and opportunity to be heard ort the 
modification of D.89-09-089 resulting from the partial 
implementation of the capacity brokering program, and thus, the 
commission violated PUblic utilities Code section 1708. 

CIG's due process olaim is without merit. Obviously, 
crG was well aware that the capacity brokering rulemaking (R.88-
08-018) was aimed toward adopting rules for capacity brokering 
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which~ould affect the existing buy-sell prO<Jram set forth in 
0.90-08-089. Thus, for CIG to argue that it had no notice that 
we would be dealing with issues involving the modificAtion Of 'th$ 
existing rules or. the timing of implementation of capacity 
brokering is unfou'nded. 

Further, parties had notice and oppOrtunity to discuss 
the timing question in their comments on the impacts the FERC's 
order 636 would have on implementing capacity brokering. several 
parties toOk the opportunity to discuss the issue. For e~ample, 
in suggesting modifications to the existing schedule for 
implementation of capacity brokering, Independent producers 
(-IP") proposed partial implementation. (Response of the IP to 
the April 8, 1992 Ruling of AIJ Malcolm, flIed May 8, 1992, Ro.88-
08-018, pp. 5~6o) CIG itself alsO commented on the timing issue 
by a~quing that capacity reallocation should be implemented .9n 

; 

the pipelines serving California at the same time, and further 
recommended that e>eisting buy/sell arrangements should continue 
even after capacity release programs are implemented. (comments 
of the CIG Regarding Impact of Order NO: 636, pp. 2-3.) The 
latter itself implicitly would have constituted a modification of 
0.89-09-089, whIch viewed buy-sell arrangements as interim 
arrangements. (see Re Gas utility Procurement Practices and 
Refinements to the Regulatory Framework for Gas utilities (0.90-
09-089) (1990) 37 Cal.P.U.C.2d 583, 626.) 

Moreover, the issue ot timing and partial 
implementation was discussed in the comments of several parties 
to tha ALJ's proposed Decision. CIG in its comments made 
reference to its position concerning the impacts of Order 636, 
and reiterated its argument that the restructuring process f~r 
all pipelines in california should be accomplished concurrently. 
(Comments of CIG on proposed Decision, filed May 20, 1992, R.8S-
08-018, p. 25.) In its Comments to the ALJ's Proposed Decision, 
IP asked the commission to reject CIG's own nodification of 0.89-
09-089 vhich would have maintained the existing buy/sell 
arrangements after the implementation of capaoity brokering, and 
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urged partial implementation. (comments of ~he IP on the April 
20, 1992 proposed Decision,- filed May 20, 1992, R.SS-OS-018, 
pp. 7-13d 

In sum, as demonstrated above, the parties did have 
notice and opportunity to express their positions concer~in9the 
.odification of 0.90-09-089 and the partial implementation of the 
capacity broke ring prOgram resulting from the pipeline-by
pipeline approval procedure mandated by the FERe in Order 636. 

Extending the Benefits of capacity Brokering To Subscribers of . 
Re1inquished Capacity 

Edison argues that we erred by adding a new provision 
to the capacity brokering rules which requires pArticipants in an 
LDC's- service level program to actually subscribe to brokered 
capacity before they can (1) reduce their service level volUmes 
or (2) pay an unbundled intrastate rate.- (Edison's Application 
for Rehearing, p. 2.) Edison claims that this new requirement 
frustrates the eXpectations created in D.91-06-026, and is 
arbitrary and discriminatory in limiting receipt of the "benefits 
associAted with the pArtial implementation of capacity brokering 
to those who successfully bid for capacity held by the LOes on 
existing pipelines. (Edison's Application for Rehearing, pp. 2-
3.) Edison further recommends that if this requirement is not 
deleted, then we should modify D.92-07-025 to provide the same 
treatment tor customers who have subscribed to capacity that was 
relinqUished by an LDc as is 9iven to those who are successful 
bidders. (Edison's Application for Rehearing, pp. 4-5.) 

Edison claims that the new requirement -may frustrate 
the expectations created in 0.91-06-026 by its attempt to lock 
participants into the service level program for a longer period 
than they could have reasonably expected.- (Edison's Application 
for Rehearing, p. 3.) Edison bases these expectations on the 
fact that in D.91-06-026, the commission clarified its OIR 
procurement rules to give some certainty to non core customers who ~ 
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were in. the process ot contractin9 for (Jas supplies by mandating 
.that Nthe commitments for SL-2 transportation and core 
subscription serVices (woUld) be two years or until the date 

. capacity broker-ing (was] .1tnplemented 1rt R.SS-os-Ola, whichever' 
occurs sooner,- and that -(i}o order to assure a smooth 
transition to capacity brokering among SL-2 customers, gas' 
utilities should not require SL-2 customers to provide matching 
two-year supply commitments,- (0,91-06-026, p. 5 (slip op.), 
emphasis in original.) Thus, Edison claims that nOncore 
customers entered into their commitments to the service level 
program with these expectations. Accordingly, Edison infers that 
non core customers eXpected to end their participation in the 
service level program once capacity brokering occurred. 

However, Edison ignores the fact there will be only 
partial implementation of capacity brokering. The benefits from 
capacity brokering, including the ability to reduce service' level 
volumes, should accrue only to those who are participants in' 
capacity brokering, namely, successful bidders of brokered 
interstate capacity. Therefore, this tact comports with D.91-06-

026, and the expectations offered in that decision. 
Edison's arguments on arbitrariness and discrimination 

are akin to those made by sunrise, e~cept that Edison is 
adVocating on behalf of those customers who subscribed to 
previously relinquished interstate capacity. Edison argues that 
these customers, like successful bidders for brokered interstate 
capacity, should be able to receive unbundled intrastate 
transportation rates and be allowed t6 reduce their service level 
volumes by abrogating outstanding comnitments for bundled 
transpOrtation services. (See 0.92-07-025, p. 10 (slip op.).) 
Edison argues that by not giving customers who subscribed to 
previously relinquished interstate capacity the same options that 
have been offered to successful bidders, the Commission has acted 
arbitrarily and discriminatorily. However, this argument is 
incorrect. 
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_ There are important distinoti~ns between successful 
bidders tor brokered capaoity under R.88-0S-018 and customers who 
subsoribed to previously relinquished interstate capaoity. 
Namely, successful bidders by their participation further the 
goal ot capaoity bl"oke'ring in rainilDizinq stranded costs. 
However, this qoal is not furthered by unbundling interstate 
demand charges for customers that haVe already subscribed to 
previously relinquished capacity. In tact, it has been arqued 
that unbundling the intrastate transportation rates for such 
nonparticipants of capacity brokerinq may -result in the need to 
redistribute more costs.- (Response of the CCC to the 
Applications for Rehearing and Petitions for Modification, p. 5.) 

Thus, eliminating the double demand charqes by 
unbundling of intrastate transportation rates for successful 
bidders of brokered capacity; and not tor customers w~o 
subscribed to 'previously relinquished capacity, is reasonable and 
justified. The differential treatment is neither arbitrary no~ 
unduly discriminatory (see Toward utility Rate Normalization v. 
Public utilities Com., supra, 22 Cal.3d at p. 544.): rather, it 
is rationallY related to goals for minimizing stranded costs. 

service interruption credit (·SIC·) • UEG-Cogenerator Parity 

In D.91-11-025, we adopted SoCalGa.s' prOpOsal to offer 
the SIC, which make shareholders liabl& if any firm customer 
suffers more than one intrastate curtailment in any ten-year 
period. (D.91-11-025, pp. 29 & 31 (slip op.) Also, we stated 
that the SIC was subject to the rotating block scheme adopted in 
the deoision. (Id. at p. 31 (slip op.). We further explaineds 

Wthe utilities may fulfill (the) directive 
regarding curtailments of UEGs and 
cogenerators if they curtail all UEGs once 
during the ten-year period before curtailing 
any cogenerator. Once the UEGs have been 
curtailed one time within the 10-year period, 
further curtailments Dust be according to the 
percentage of default rate. Of course, if 
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the gas utility were to withdraw its offer of 
a service Interruption credit; the ten-year 
curtailment period would be suspended and 
priorities would be applied during each 
curtailment. If the credit program"were to 
be suspended, the tefl-year periOd would begin 
anew with the proqram's reinstatement. In 
the absence Of a service interruption cr~dit, 
a cogenerator will be given priority over a 
UEG during each curtailment period it the 
cogenerator pays the same Or a higher 
percentage of the default rate than the UEG.· 
(Id. at pp. 30-31 (slip op.).) 

In D.92-01-025, we reiterated the directive that 
·(w)hen the cogenerator pays the same or higher percentaqe of 
default rate, the utilities shall curtail all of their UEG 
volumes ahead of any cogenerator volumes in each curtailment 
episode. n (0.92-01-025, p. 26 (slip op.), emphasis omitted.) 

In their rehearing application, the Joint ApplJcants. 
argue that this directive of curtailment priority between UEG and 
cogeneration customers in 0.92-07-025 is contrary to the SIC 
adopted for SoCalGas in D.91-11-025. They reason that the 
commission held in D.91-11-025 that if SoCalGas offered the SIC, 
the utility was exempted from such a curtailment requirement. 
(Joint Applicants' Application for Rehearing, pp. 2-4.) 

It is understandable how the Joint Applicants came to 
interpret that D.91-11-025 gave SoCalGas such an e~emption. 
However, such an exemption cannot stand because it is contrary to 
sections 454.4 and 454.7 of the PUblic Utilities Code. ~ecti6n 

454.4 mandates that there be parity between the rate that 
cogenerators pay for gas and the rate that a UEG customer pays 
for gas. (Re Rate Design for Unbundled Gas utility services 
(0.86-12-009) (1986) 22 cal.p.U.C.2d 444, 479.) section 454,1 
provides that n(t)he (C)ommission shall, to the extent permitted 
by federal law and consistent with section 2771, provide 
cogeneration technolOgy projects with the highest possible 
priority for the purchase of natural gas.· (PUb. utile Code, 
§454.7.) We have determined that the curtailing of UEGs before 
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cogeneration customers who pay an equal or high~r rate for 
capacity CODports with section 454.7 (Re Gas utility Procurement 
Practices and Refinements to the Regulatory Framework fOr Gas 
utliltles (D.9b-09-6S9) (lt90) 37 cal.p.U.C.2d ~83,_6t2-6131See 
alsO, Re Natural Gas prOctlrer.ent and System Reliability (D.88-12-
099) 30 cal~p.u.c.2d 545, 556.) 

Thus, in 0.91-11-025, we did nOt intend to e~empt 
SoCalGas from these statutory requirements by allowing the 
utility to offer the SIC. SoCalGas may ofter the SIC so long as 
it comports with the statutory mandates. 

Overpressurization Probleas 

In its application for reheAring, soealGas points out 
an inadvertent draftin9 error. (soCalGas ' Application for 
Rehea~ing, pp. 5-6.) In the ALJ/s Proposed Decision, the 
r~ductlon of nominations during potential overpressurlzat16n 
episodes would haVe been «according to the percentage of 
intrastate default rate paid by the customer.- This languag& 
supports Ordering Par~graph 11 of the Proposed Decision which 
statedt -ouring periods of potential system overpressurization, 
SOCalGAs shall curtail customers on a pro rata basis accordingly 
to priority on the intrastate syst~m.· 

In D.92-07-025, we adopted a different method for 
dealing with overpressurization problems by stating that 
·overpressurization probl~ms should be resolVed by requiring 
customers who are causing a system imbalance to reduce their 
deliveries into the system.· However, Order paragraph 11 in the 
Proposed Deoision, which is Ordering paragraph 16 in D.92-07-025, 
was not amended to reflect the change. Thus, the second sentence 
in ordering paragraph 16 should be changed to read as follows: 

-DUring periods Of potential system 
oVerpressurization, soCalGas shall require 
the customers who are causing a system 
imbalance to reduce their deliVeries into the 
system.· 
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IT IS ORDERED that 0.92-07-025 is mOdified' a's fo'llows: 
1. The following l~nguaqe is be deleted £rompaije17, 

'lines 5 through 8: 

·H6WEWer, we haVe no evidence that th~ core' 
will benefit from capacity brokerirtg.tn 
fact, the evidence SU9gests.that capaoity 
brokering by itself is likely to inorease the 
risk and cost of gas service to the core.· 

This language shall be replaced by the following two sentencest' 

·However, we are unconvinced by the evidence 
that the core will benefit from capacity 
brokering. Indeed; the weight of: the 
evidence suggests that capacity brokering by 
itself is likely to increase the risk and 
cost of gas service to the core.' 

-2. The third and fOurth full sentence on page 19 shall be 
a ne:w paragraph. The third full sentence on page 19 is'arn~r\ded 
to read as follows: 

·The allocation of stranded interstate costs 
adopted today will apply to all core and 
noncore transportation customers, including 
core subscription service customers and 
contract customers (e~cept thOse whose 
contracts have fixed prices), consistent with 
D.91-11-025. 6 

3. The following sentence in the first full paragraph on 
page 19 is eliminated: 

·This cost allocation procedure will apply to 
core subscription service.' 

4. The following words shall be added to the second 
sentence of the first full paragraph On page 19, so that it reads 
as follows: 

'In addition, rates for core subscription 
service shall also inolude all stranded costs 
incurred with a given 2 year reservation 
period, consistent with D.91-11-025, which 
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found that 'cOre subscription serVice should 
be cost-based. 1f 

5. ~he second sentence of Ordering paragraph ~ shall be 
amended to read as follows! 

-core subscription rates shall also incl~de 
all stranded costs incurred within a giVen :2 
year reservation period, consistent with 
0.91-11-025. An open seasOn vill be held 
every two years, during which time a new core 
subscription reservation will be established 
for each utility.-

6. ~he vord -associated- on page 31, line 15 shall be 
replaced by the word -association-. 

7. ~he second sentence in ordering paragraph 16 all be 
changed to read as follows: 

-During periOds of potential system 
oVerpressurization, SOCalGas shall require 
the customers who are causing a system 
imbalance to reduce their deliveries into the 
systell. M 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that rehearing of D.92~07-025 as 
modified herein is denied. 

~his order is effective today. 
Date December 3, 1992, san Franoisco, California. 

DANIEL Wm. FESSLER 
president 
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